
Escalante Headwaters Landscape Restoration Strategy 

 

Ecological Significance: 

Landscapes associated with these Escalante river watersheds have provided ecological, social and 
economic benefit to rural, local communities for more than a century.  Early settlements were founded 
upon farming, ranching and wood product businesses that utilized available natural resources.  The 
small rural towns of Escalante and Boulder, Utah have continued these uses while also adapting to 
tourist trade and other service sector jobs.   

Ecologically, these watersheds form the primary headwaters for the Escalante River, a primary river 
system of the Colorado River.  These headwater drainages are characterized with forested landscapes 
that transition to desert landscapes as elevation changes.  The water that flows through the systems is 
extremely important for beneficial uses to communities and for establishing these ecologically 
important riparian systems. 

Strategy Design:   

This restoration strategy looks to maintain the cultural and ecological significance of the region while 
providing economic opportunities that support local rural community employment.  The strategy is 
developed along four predominant themes:  Motorized Travel Management, Restoration of Forest 
Vegetation Stand Structure, Invasive and Invading Species Management, and Rural Community Stability 
and Protection.   

Motorized Travel Management 

The Dixie National Forest has completed all NEPA work associated with implementation of the forests’ 
motorized travel decision.  Within the Escalante watershed, 7 implementation areas have been 
identified for travel management actions.  This restoration strategy would fully complete 
implementation of the travel decision associated with these areas and would also remedy any travel 
breach actions that develop through time.  Implementation methods would include:  stewardship 
contracting, service contracting and force account actions. 

Implementation and effectiveness monitoring would be carried through by the partner arrangement 
that has developed with the Motorized Travel Task Force, an organization of more than 10 interested 
groups and local governments.  Funding mechanisms include use of partner funding and appropriated 
dollars. 

The measure of success for this theme would be full implementation by the end of the 10 year period. 

Restoration of Forest Vegetation Stand Structure 

The Dixie National Forest LRMP has established vegetation structure goals that use best available 
science associated with management of the northern goshawk (a forest plan MIS ).  These desired 



conditions are categorized into 6 different stages.  This restoration strategy would use a combination of 
mechanical treatments and prescribed fire treatments (including use of wildfire to meet plan objectives) 
to move the landscape toward these desired conditions.   Mechanical treatments include timber 
harvest, artificial reforestation, seedling protection and tree/brush mastication actions.  

Implementation and effectiveness monitoring would be carried through with an assortment of partner 
arrangements.  These would include:  output monitoring by the Forest Restoration Partnership Group, 
aspen monitoring with the Utah Forest Restoration Group (Ecology Committee), and continued use of 
the Student Conservation Association and S&PF.  Funding would be provided through contributions and 
appropriated dollars.  

The measure of success for this theme would be:  attainment of 50% - 70% of the LRMP forest 
vegetation desired condition throughout the watershed (including meeting LRMP old growth 
objectives), completing reforestation on 100% of the wildfire and insect killed acres, restoring aspen on 
a minimum of 2000 acres and reducing insect and disease infestations to endemic levels on greater than 
75% of the landscape.   

Invasive and Invading Species Management 

Invasive species (particularly tamarisk and Russian olive) have steadily progressed throughout the 
Escalante River watershed.  Sage meadows are being invaded by pinyon/juniper vegetation and alpine 
meadows are being encroached upon by aspen and spruce.  Invading fish species are also evident within 
the watershed.  This restoration strategy would use a combination of mechanical treatments, hand 
treatments, prescribed fire treatments and native fish restoration actions to reverse this progression. 

Implementation and effectiveness monitoring would be carried through with the Utah Division of 
Wildlife Resources, Color Country CWMA, SCA and the Escalante River Watershed Partnership Group.  
Funding would be provided by the UDWR, donations established through the ERWPG and appropriated 
funds. 

The measure of success for this theme would be:  tamarisk and Russian olive progression within the 
Escalante River Watershed is reversed, alpine and sage meadows are restored to 40% - 60% of the 
landscape objective, identified actions are taken on all conservation agreements, and 100% of the 
identified noxious weeds within the watershed are treated. 

Rural Community Stability and Protection 

This restoration strategy provides forest products for business and uses cooperative community wildfire 
protection planning to help in achieving land restoration objectives.  Service contracting, stewardship 
contracting, timber sale contracting, and joint community planning will all be used in attainment of this 
element. 

Implementation and effectiveness monitoring would be carried through with the Utah Department of 
Forestry, Fire and State Lands, with the Forest Restoration Partnership Group and with local community 
elected officials to gauge progress.   



The measure of success for this theme would be:  retention and revitalization of the rural wood product 
business, CWPP completion or updates for all identified communities at risk within the watershed, and 
protection actions are completed on 100% of the Boulder Town CWPP. 

Landownership: 

Four principle land ownerships comprise the Headwaters of the Escalante watershed.  These ownerships 
occur within the two fourth level HUC boundaries of the Boulder Creek and Headwaters Escalante units.  
This  438,000 acre landscape encompasses 287,600 acres of USFS administered land (66%), 129,000 
acres of BLM administered lands (29%), 16,900 acres of private lands (4%), and 4200 acres of Utah state 
administered lands (1%). Virtually all of these lands lie downstream from the lands administered by the 
USFS.  This strategy allows the unique opportunity to restore conditions at the most effective locations 
in the watershed.  All downstream users and land owners will benefit from these actions.  

Part of the private ownership includes lands owned by a Rural Electric Cooperative.  During re-licensing 
procedures from 2002 – 2005, license conditions were agreed to that will restore a 2cfs water flow 
within the East Fork of Boulder Creek.  Nearly 5 miles of steam that had been de-watered during the 
original license period will be no have water flow capable of providing fish habitat.  These actions are 
now being implemented. 

WUI and CWPP: 

The primary community of concern is the community of Boulder, Utah.  It has been identified as a 
community “at risk” and has had a CWPP completed.  Because of additional homes and housing 
developments occurring in forested areas, and due to expansion of the Boulder Town city limits, this 
CWPP is in need of being revisited and amended to include these new areas.  This strategy focuses on 
amending the CWPP using UDFFSL and the community as partners.   The needed actions would be 
completed before the end of the decade. 

 

Desired Ecological Conditions, Vegetation Structure, Disturbance Regimes and Wildlife/Fish Habitat: 

The Headwaters of the Escalante watershed hosts genetically pure strains of the R4 sensitive species 
Colorado River Cutthroat Trout.  The origins of Boulder Creek is home to the furthest inland population 
of this species and has been identified within the conservation strategy as being key to restoring many 
miles of stream and supporting additional populations.   Many other fisheries exist along the 
watercourse throughout all reaches of the Escalante River.   

The LRMP has established through an amendment the desired vegetation structure for optimal habitat 
for the MIS species, northern goshawk.  This desired condition focuses on providing varied levels of six 
different structural stages (VSS 1 – VSS 6).  These structural stages: VSS 1 (seedlings), VSS 2 (saplings), 
VSS 3 (young forest), VSS 4 (Mid-aged forest), VSS 5 (Mature forest), and VSS 6 (Old-forest) distributed 
by goshawk home range become the desired structure across this forested landscape.   Present 



management establishes baseline of these stages and develops necessary actions to move the landscape 
to these desired conditions.  These stages are based on the work by Reynolds, Graham et. al.    

Wildfire has disturbed the landscape, insect and disease has affected many stands and sagebrush and 
alpine meadow encroachment is taking place.  The restoration actions look to balance these age 
structures, expand meadow environments and restore native fisheries. 

Threats to Forest Ecosystem Sustainability: 

One immediate threat that currently exists is the expansive encroachment of invasive and non-native 
species.  This is particularly true along riparian areas as Russian olive and tamarisk expand.  This 
restoration action builds on the work of the Escalante River Partnership Group as they work to stop and 
reverse this trend of invading species.  Noxious weeds are currently at a stage where they can be 
effectively controlled.  The strategy continues actions that will annually treat 100% of the noxious weeds 
and implement the conservations actions that have been developed with other partners. 

A notable threat also exists in the unmanaged persistence of motorized travel.  The forest is positioned 
to implement the prescribed actions that will greatly reduce this threat.   

Insect and disease infestations also exist throughout the landscape.  Collaboration with S&PF, local 
industry and use of best science will be deployed to move these back to endemic levels. 

 

Proposed Treatments: 

Specific outputs and project treatments are based on implementation of actions consistent with the 
project themes. 

• Motorized travel implementation actions are needed throughout the entire area of the 
Escalante Headwaters landscape.  Only one area has been treated.  In total, more than 400 miles 
of unauthorized and unneeded routes will be decommissioned and more than 400 miles of 
roads that will remain on the system will be maintained to standard. 

• Reforestation action associated with three fires (Toad, Corn Creek, and Bear Creek) totaling over 
800 acres will be completed. 

• Timber vegetation harvesting will provide more than 50,000 ccf of wood products throughout 
the 10 year period.  The areas providing this will be:  Iron Springs, Jacobs Valley, Cowpuncher, 
Mitchell Springs, Upper Valley, Blue Springs, North Creek, Hungry Creek, and aspen harvest and 
restoration actions at Roundy Reservoir, Barkers, and Roger Peak on a minimum of 2000 acres. 

• Prescribed fire action will occur on more than 10,000 acres during the 10 year period.  Actions 
will occur in Stump Springs, Pretty Tree Bench, Upper Valley and North Creek. 

• Invasive species actions will occur on 100 acres per year in the lower reached of Pine Creek, 
Main Canyon, Boulder Creek and North Creek. 

• Community Wildfire Protection actions will occur throughout Boulder Town unincorporated city 
limits on an estimated 500 acres.   



 

Treatment Prioritization: 

Priorities have been developed based on comparing the four themes with landscape existing conditions.  
By doing this, treatment priorities will focus on these areas. 

• Implement a minimum of one travel management area per year as described by the district 
through their partner arrangement with the Escalante River Watershed Partnership Group. 

• Implement vegetation actions that remedy insect and disease infected areas.   

•  Implement actions that effectively treat noxious weeds and effectively stop the progression of 
invasive species. 

• Amend the Boulder Town CWPP. 

• Implement reforestation actions that promptly regenerate areas that have been deforested with 
unwanted wildfire. 

 

Priority Desired Outcomes: 

The desired outcomes for the project are connected to the four themes that the proposal is built upon.  
These are:  

• 100% implementation of the Dixie National Forest travel management decision. 

• Restoration of forest vegetation structural desired conditions on a minimum of 50% of the 
landscape. 

• Reforesting all areas that have been deforested with unwanted wildfire. 

• Reverse the progression of invasive species 

• Take actions prescribed in conservation agreements. 

• Partner with local rural wood product businesses and retain the local industry. 

• Amend and complete the Boulder CWPP. 

   

 

Restored Condition Maintenance: 

Monitoring actions planned with this watershed proposal such as:  reforestation certification, stand 
structure distribution, travel management effectiveness, invasive/noxious species distribution, insect 
and disease detection flights, and conservation agreement completions will be used as one way to 
evaluate condition of restored areas through time.   

The forest also recognizes that actions within this ten year cycle will not fully restore 100% of the 
landscape, so plans beyond this 10 year period have already been developed that include use of 



mechanical actions, fire and other restoration practices into the future.  Continued investments in the 
landscape will be needed.  Revitalization and retention of local wood product businesses who have 
adjusted to small diameter wood utilization, byproduct use and non-traditional species use will also play 
their role in the long term maintenance of the landscape. 

 

Wildfire Management: 

Since the amendment to the Forest Plan, the forest has been using all manner of fire actions available.  
During the last five years, prescribed fire has implemented on more than 7000 acres, wildfire starts have 
been suppressed on more than 30 fires per year, and when conditions have indicated plan objectives 
could be accomplished using wildfire ignitions, that management technique has been deployed.  Specific 
to use of wildfire for attainment of forest plan objectives, more than 2000 acres have been managed 
within the Escalante Headwaters since amendment completion.  

Attention to wildland/urban interface areas, the forest has completed CWPP in partnership with the 
Utah Department of Forestry, Fire and State Lands on two separate areas within the Escalante 
Headwaters watershed.  One of those areas, Boulder Town, now needs to be amended to include 
additional home construction areas that have occurred since the first plan was signed. 

The landscape restoration strategy will continue use of all these available wildfire management choices. 

Collaborative Process: 

This proposal brings together collaborative work from interested parties that have been active within 
the four themes that were presented.  Some have been organized for many years (like the Forest 
Restoration Partnership Group), and some are newly formed (like the Escalante River Watershed 
Partnership Group).  Taking the primary reason for each groups purpose and developing the themes 
along those purposes provided the basis for the proposal.  Primarily they are: 

• Motorized Travel Management Theme:  The primary party is the Motorized Travel 
Implementation Task Force. 

• Restoration of Forest Vegetation Stand Structure:  The primary parties associated with this are 
the Utah Aspen Restoration Group and the Utah Forest Partnership Group. 

• Invasive and Invading Species Management:  The primary party is the Escalante River Watershed 
Partnership Group. 

• Rural Community Stability and Protection:  The primary parties associated with this are the Utah 
Forest Partnership Group and the Utah Department of Forestry, Fire and State Lands. 

The strategy design describes how these collaborative groups will participate. 


